EXTRA:

The King Charles III
Philatelic Era Has Begun
The passing of Britain’s Queen
Elizabeth II is a time to reflect on her 70-year
reign. Speaking philatelically, that reign
encompassed more than 7 decades of
stamps featuring Queen Elizabeth.
You surely have seen her portrait on a
This set from the British territory of Gibraltar
honored Prince Charles on his 70th birthday in
stamp. The image of Queen Elizabeth in
2018. The portraits all are flattering of course; we
profile is one of the most familiar global
all know Charles grew up looking a bit goofy.
icons (see right). Just now I am in the
process of assembling a gallery of portraits
of the queen on stamps through the years. It’s quite a job! Frankly, some
the portraits stink, but most of them are decent. A few are
superb, like the classic “Machin” definitive at right. Designed by
Arnold Machin, it was introduced in 1967 and has gone through
decades of refinement and adaptation.
How many diﬀerent stamp portrayals of Elizabeth are there?
Not sure. But the National Portrait Gallery in London has 967
likenesses. As I am discovering, the project of organizing and
curating a QEII On Stamps gallery is going to take a while.
In the meantime, there is an urgent task at hand: replacing
Queen Elizabeth II stamps with King Charles III stamps, along with
the other emblems of royalty. As the New York Review of Books puts
it: “The theater curtains must be changed, ‘ER II’ unstitched and ‘CR
This British stamp
III’ sewn on. The Royal Mint will get a new warrant. Stamps will be
was issued in 1969
to mark Charles’s
changed.”
investiture as
Perhaps the Royal Mail has new definitives ready featuring a
Prince of Wales.
portrait of the king. In case they are still floundering around, however,
I have put together a small gallery of photo-shopped suggestions.
Just for fun. Enjoy — and keep in mind, these are quick chop-shop jobs, so
you’ll have to use your imagination to envision a slick, finished product.
At left is a beautiful old definitive
stamp from Ascension, a tiny British
territory in the south Atlantic, featuring a
portrait of a fresh-faced Queen
Elizabeth in 1953. At right is the stamp
re-imagined, with a portrait of Charles
superimposed. See how this works?

This next example (see above) is kind of silly — but good philatelic phun,
with a serious point to it. There isn’t even a country called “Northern Rhodesia”
in Africa any more. Since 1964 it’s been Zambia. Still, it’s a treat to put the
stamps in order, since the same design was used for George V in 1925 (far left),
George VI in 1938 (next in line), Elizabeth in 1953 and, far right, re-imagined for
Charles in 2022. This series underscores what may be the most fundamental
features of the monarchy — its durability, continuity,
consistency, predictability. Perhaps Zambia could
issue the Charles version as a novelty tribute?
In this next doctored image (right) I have
superimposed a portrait of Charles on top of the
Machin definitive portrait of Elizabeth. I may be
asking too much of you to “get” this one. (Sorry
there isn’t a Machin portrait of Charles I could use.)
I dare say that as I rummaged for suitable
portraits of Charles for this photo-shopping stunt, I
noticed how photogenic he’s become in his
advancing years.
(Disclaimer: Since Charles and I were born
about three months apart, since he has a sister
named Anne, like me, and since he’s not any cuter
than I am, I’ve always tended to sort of measure
myself against him, as a peer from afar, a royal life
companion. I hope I have aged as well as he has.)
He was a pudgy, gawky lad, then gangling and big-eared, then the
somewhat goofy husband of Diana (still gobsmacked by the then-unavailable
Camilla). In middle age he came on as geeky and eccentric, a bit daft with his
ideas of communal living and back-to-naturism.
In his maturity, however, Charles has grown into his London tailoring. Not
only are his suits and uniforms immaculate, he fills them out nicely. He’s kept his
figure, unlike his disgraced and bloated brother Andrew. He is at last lucky in
love, having united with Camilla in what looks like a truly happy marriage, like
that of Elizabeth and Philip. His environmentalism is now au courant. What used
to be geeky now looks more like “character,” abetted by a distinguished head of
graying hair. Add to that the royal aura that now descends, and you have a
handsome subject for philatelic illustration.

Ah, those British stamp engravers sure did produce some beauties
for the colonies. This splendid rendering of a Cayman schooner
(above) from the QEII Cayman Islands set of 1953 now carries a
head-on portrait of Charles. Like it?
This is the one I like best so far (right). The
portrait of Charles fits nicely on a stamp from
the definitive series for Charles’ grandfather,
King George VI, who reigned from 1937 to 1952.
(see original below). It’s a manly design, simple
and classic, with symbols in the corners for
England (rose), Wales (daﬀodil), Scotland
(thistle), and Northern Ireland (clover). United
kingdom. Get it?
OK, these are just a few ideas. You’ll
notice a certain nostalgia in this discussion,
which features original stamp designs going
back to the 1920s, in re-imagining stamps for
the third decade of the 21st century. Some
might be surprised we are even talking about
stamps these days. (Or the monarchy, for that
matter.) When was the last time you licked a
stamp — er, peeled oﬀ a stamp and stuck it to an envelope? Is there
a future for stamps? (I’m just hoping the hobby will survive and
thrive, either way …)
THE FMF STAMP PROJECT CONTINUES

